A new approach to speech enhancement is proposed where constraints based on aspects of the auditory process augment an iterative enhancement framework. The basic enhancement framework is based on a previously developed dual-channel scenario using a two-step iterative Wiener ltering algorithm. Constraints across broad speech sections and over iterations are then experimentally developed on a novel auditory representation derived by transforming the speech magnitude spectrum. The spectral transformations are based on modeling aspects of the human auditory process which include critical band ltering, intensity to loudness conversion, and lateral inhibition. The auditory transformations and perceptual based constraints are shown to result in a new set of auditory constrained and enhanced linear prediction (ACE-LP) parameters. The ACE-LP based speech spectrum is then incorporated into the iterative Wiener ltering framework. The improvements due to auditory constraints are demonstrated in several areas. The proposed auditory representation is shown to result in improved spectral characterization in background noise. The auditory constrained iterative enhancement (ACE-II) algorithm is shown to result in improved quality over all sections of enhanced speech. Adaptation of auditory based constraints to changing spectral characteristics over broad classes of speech is another novel aspect of the proposed algorithm. The consistency of speech quality improvement for the ACE-II algorithm is illustrated over time and across all phonemes classi ed over a large set of phonetically balanced sentences from the TIMIT database. This study demonstrates the application of auditory based perceptual properties of a human listener to speech enhancement in noise, resulting in improved and consistent speech quality over all regions of speech.
INTRODUCTION Introduction
Enhancement of speech in the presence of additive continuous broadband noise remains a challenging task, especially in moderate to high noise levels (Signal-to-Noise Ratios of -10 to 5 dB). Several reasons contribute to task complexity. First, broadband noise overlaps the speech signal both in the time and frequency domains, and local noise characteristics cannot be determined exactly in either domain from the noisy speech signal. Secondly, speech is a highly varying signal both in terms of time and frequency characteristics, and the amount of speech distortion due to background noise varies across both time and frequency. In perceptual terms, the a ect of broadband noise on di erent speech classes is not uniform. Most traditional enhancement algorithms are limited in terms of suppressing noise (improving SNR) and improving perceptual quality at the same time across all speech classes.
A speech enhancement algorithm can be termed successful if it accomplishes two tasks, (i) suppress the perceivable background noise, and (ii) preserve or enhance perceived signal quality. Additionally, it is also desirable to improve intelligibility, and improve the performance of other speech processing systems (e.g. coding or recognition in noise). Traditional speech enhancement algorithms are based on optimizing mathematical criteria, which in general are not well correlated with speech perception. In general, these have not been as successful in preserving or improving quality in all regions of speech, especially transitional and unvoiced. In fact, many speech enhancement algorithms introduce additional speech distortion while suppressing noise, which can increase listener annoyance and cause pre-processing for speech coding and automatic recognition systems to be unreliable. Recently, enhancement algorithms which augment mathematical criteria with perceptual criteria, have shown reasonable consistency in speech quality enhancement (Hansen and Clements, 1991; Nandkumar and Hansen, 1992, 1994; Cheng and O'Shaughnessy, 1991) . Perceptual criteria can involve aspects of both speech production or speech audition. Use of perceptual criteria has also been shown to aid in reducing annoying artifacts or speech correlated distortion in the enhanced speech (Hansen and Clements, 1991; Nandkumar and Hansen, 1992 , 1994 , 1995 Peterson and Boll, 1981) .
In an earlier study, we developed a dual-channel iterative speech enhancement framework augmented with constraints developed on the auditory based mel-cepstral parameters ) (ACE-I). However, critical band frequency analysis is only one aspect of the complex processing performed in the human auditory system. Researchers in auditory neurophysiology have proposed several auditory functional representations for speech, which incorporate peripheral and central auditory processing phenomena (Jennison et al., 1991; Yang, Wang and Shamma, 1992) .
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Other studies have also considered psychoacoustic models for speech recognition (Zwicker, Terhardt, and Paulus, 1979) . In order to further exploit the auditory based aspects of speech, several auditory modeling schemes have also been proposed as front-ends for automatic speech recognition (Cohen, 1989; Ghitza, 1986; Hermansky, 1990; Hunt and Lefebvre, 1986; Sene , 1986) . These techniques augment or replace traditional linear spectral parameters with parametric representations based on aspects of neuro-physiological and psycho-acoustic features. However, few techniques which incorporate such auditory models have been proposed for the purpose of speech enhancement in noisy backgrounds. The main reason for this is that most auditory models decompose the speech signal into complex auditory neural representations, from which it is di cult to resynthesize enhanced speech. Earlier studies such as spectral subtraction in the loudness domain (Peterson and Boll, 1981) , and adaptive ltering based on a degraded speech spectrum convolved with a frequency dependent lateral inhibition function (Cheng and O'Shaughnessy, 1991) , have attempted to augment traditional enhancement frameworks with an auditory processing property. In this study, a previously developed dual-channel Wiener ltering framework ) is augmented with constraints based on several aspects of the auditory process. A new set of parameters termed Auditory Constrained and Enhanced Linear Predictive (ACE-LP) parameters are derived based on aspects of auditory modeling which include critical band ltering, intensity-to-loudness transformation, and lateral inhibition. The enhanced speech is then reconstructed using ACE-LP parameters within the iterative Wiener ltering framework. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the iterative enhancement framework is described. A brief overview of auditory processing and applications to speech engineering problems is presented in Section 3. The new auditory process constrained algorithm is developed and presented in Sections 4 and 5. Results and conclusions follow in Sections 6 and 7.
The tools used to assess speech quality improvement in this study are informal listening tests and objective quality measures. Objective speech quality measures used in this study are the spectral distortion based Itakura-Saito log-likelihood measure and the auditory perception based weighted spectral slope (Klatt) measure. For additive noise and speech coder distortions, these objective measures have been shown to be well correlated with perceived quality as measured by subjective tests such as the DAM (Quackenbush et al., 1988) . It should be emphasized that objective measures cannot, and should not, replace subjective testing for enhancement algorithm evaluation. In general, a balance should exist between subjective and objective methods for speech enhancement evaluation. While no formal listener evaluation was conducted, extensive informal comparisons were made throughout this study to con rm general directions for quality improvement, as seen using objective 2 THE ITERATIVE ENHANCEMENT FRAMEWORK 3 speech quality measures. It should also be noted that spectral based distortion measures, while useful for assessment of analysis-by-synthesis speech coders, may not be capable of representing the complete level of quality with respect to certain enhancement or vocoder artifacts and other distortions such as intelligibility loss and glottal source based distortions. It is strongly suggested that the use of objective speech quality measures as performance indicators for enhancement be con rmed with either informal or formal listener evaluations. Here, extensive informal listening tests are performed at each development step to ensure that such distortions are not introduced during each phase of enhancement.
The Iterative Enhancement Framework
The iterative enhancement framework developed in an earlier study (Nandkumar and Hansen, 1992,1995) in a dual-microphone scenario is is used in all simulations. It is noted that the auditory process based constraints presented in later sections can also be used in single-channel iterative ltering scenarios. In fact, the dual-channel framework is an extension of the single channel iterative framework developed by Hansen and Clements (1991) .
The dual-channel observations y 1 and y 2 can be expressed in the frequency domain as
Here, H 1 (!) and H 2 (!) represent the frequency-dependent correlation functions. The assumptions made in this scenario are that speech and noise are uncorrelated, s(t) and s 0 (t) are samples from a short-time stationary AR Gaussian process, and d(t), d 0 (t) are samples from a slowly varying Gaussian process. In this scenario, a two-step iterative dual-channel Wiener ltering solution can be derived as shown in Figure 1 . The enhancement solution is based on estimation of noise from the second channel in a MMSE sense, followed by estimating speech from the primary observation, using a particular interpretation of the iterative EM algorithm. The noise and speech spectra are updated at each iteration using the current estimates of speech and noise. The speech estimate using frequency-domain Wiener ltering at iteration i is given by
The noise estimate at iteration i is also obtained by a Wiener lter operation, given by
The speech spectra in the above equations are estimated at each iteration using the AR model assumption. The noise spectra are estimated using FFT based magnitude transforms. Estimates of 3 AN OVERVIEW OF AUDITORY PROCESSING 4 the magnitude spectra of H 1 (!) and H 2 (!) obtained from noise-only and speech-only sections aid in transforming the speech and noise spectra between the primary and reference channels. At the rst iteration, speech and noise spectra are estimated from the noisy observations. It has been shown in a single channel case that iterative Wiener ltering suppresses noise suciently after 3-4 iterations, but produces unnatural sounding speech due to narrow formant bandwidths (Hansen and Clements, 1991) . Moreover, quality enhancement is inadequate in unvoiced and transitional regions of speech. In order to improve performance, auditory based transforms are derived and incorporated into speech spectrum estimation process. Auditory process based constraints are then developed to allow the iterative process to converge to improved quality across all sections while simultaneously keeping residual noise at a minimum.
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An Overview of Auditory Processing
Various models have been developed by researchers in an attempt to describe the peripheral and central processing that occurs in the auditory system. Some of the more analytically tractable auditory models have been used in applications such as analysis, synthesis, and automatic recognition of speech signals. However, it is noted that application and performance evaluation of complex, non-linear auditory models is a di cult task, and is experimental in nature for most cases. Yang, Wang, and Shamma (1992) propose an analytical framework in order to model the transformations that acoustic signals undergo during peripheral and central auditory processing stages. They also de ne auditory models from a biophysical point of view as involving three stages -analysis, transduction, and reduction. This characterization of auditory modeling provides a functional view of the underlying phenomena. The analysis stage involves the relationship between the basilar membrane displacements and the amplitude and frequency content of the sound stimulus. The cochlear mechanism is seen to segregate incoming frequencies into di erent spatial displacements along the length of the basilar membrane. This process can also be viewed as applying a parallel bank of bandpass lters on the incoming signal. Several studies in psychoacoustics, which relate acoustic signals to what the listener perceives, have experimentally determined the center frequencies and bandwidths of such bandpass lters termed critical-band lters. Broadly speaking, cochlear ltering is seen to be on a logarithmic frequency scale which becomes progressively linear for frequencies below 800 Hz (Scharf, 1970; Zwicker and Terhardt, 1980) . In many auditory based models, spectral intensity is perceived as the sum of intensities of the critical bands. The critical-band intensities are then either 3 AN OVERVIEW OF AUDITORY PROCESSING 5 amplitude warped logarithmically or raised to a non-integer power which transforms the intensities into perceived loudness. Examples of applications which use the above transformations are as follows. Hermansky (1990) performs critical band analysis on the non-linear Bark scale, intensity to loudness transformation, and lower order linear prediction on the resulting auditory representation, resulting in a set of Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) parameters which have been successfully used in speech analysis and speech recognition (Hermansky, 1990) . Davis and Mermelstein (1980) proposed derivation of the cepstral parameters based on critical band energies on a mel frequency scale, which have been successfully used for speech recognition, and have also been applied in an auditory constrained enhancement (ACE-I) algorithm (Nandkumar and Hansen, 1992, 1995) . Critical band ltering based on psychoacoustic data has also been used to develop perceptually relevant objective measures of speech quality (Klatt, 1982) .
The transduction stage which follows the analysis stage of peripheral auditory processing involves transduction of the mechanical motion along the basilar membrane of the cochlea into electrical rings along an array of auditory nerve bers. Again, several studies have modeled these transduction steps for applications in speech analysis and recognition. Yang, Wang, and Shamma (1992) model this stage to consist of a time derivative representing the uid-cilia coupling in the cochlea, an instantaneous non-linearity to represent the non-linear channels for ionic current ow into hair cells along the cochlea, and a low-pass lter with a short time constant to represent the ionic ow through the hair cells which results in a temporally smoothed slowly varying signal in each critical band. Sene (1986) develops an auditory based front-end for speech recognition based on critical band ltering and a haircell/synapse model which involves non-linearities such as dynamic range compression and half-wave recti cation on the time-domain signals in each critical band, short-term adaptation to represent the current ow, and a low-pass lter to represent the partial loss of synchrony with increasing frequency. The output of such a model which represents auditory nerve ring rates in each critical band, is then used for speech recognition. Cohen (1989) uses an auditory model which incorporates critical band ltering, loudness transformation, and a short-term adaptive mechanism relating stimulus intensities to auditory nerve ring rates, as a front-end to a large vocabulary recognition system. Ghitza (1986 Ghitza ( , 1988 ) proposes a complex model of the auditory periphery which represents the intensity to neural ring rate transformation along with a neural feedback mechanism. Application of Ghitza's model to speech recognition has shown improved recognition rates in the presence of wide-band noise.
Finally, the reduction stage which occurs in the auditory nerve can be seen as enhancement of spectral characteristics of the sound pressure wave before it is conveyed to the central auditory system. An important aspect of the reduction stage is lateral inhibition which occurs due to a 4 INTEGRATION OF AUDITORY PROCESSING IN THE ITERATIVE FRAMEWORK 6 biological neural network acting on the auditory nerve responses. Lateral inhibition networks can be found in all sensory systems such as vision, touch, and the auditory system. The essence of lateral inhibition is to sharpen spatial and temporal stimulus variations. In audition, it has been seen that the lateral inhibition network produces a spectral pro le by rapidly detecting spatial discontinuities in the auditory nerve response (Shamma, 1985; Yang et al., 1992) . In general, lateral inhibition in several studies has been modeled as a frequency dependent function with an excitatory area anked by two inhibitory areas on either side, which is convolved with an auditory representation of the speech spectrum. Yang, Wang, and Shamma (1992) model lateral inhibition by a spatial derivative, followed by thresholding using a half wave recti er and short-time integration to obtain a shorttime auditory equivalent of the magnitude speech spectrum which has been successfully integrated into automatic recognition schemes. Ifukube and White (1987) use a three-range lateral inhibition function convolved with critical band energies in a cochlear implant design and evaluation. Similar lateral inhibition functions have been used to analyze and recognize vowels (Grocholewski and Krenz, 1992) . A frequency dependent lateral inhibition function has also been used for spectral sharpening in an adaptive ltering based speech enhancement scheme in the presence of broad-band noise (Cheng and O'Shaughnessy, 1991) .
A novel scheme which integrates aspects of the above complex stages of auditory processing into the frequency domain dual-channel enhancement framework described in Section 2 will be discussed and evaluated in the following sections.
Integration of Auditory Processing in the Iterative Framework
As described in the previous section, the auditory process involves a series of complex and non-linear temporal and spatial transformations on the speech stimulus. The scheme proposed in this study is to integrate suitable aspects of the complex auditory transformations in order to obtain a more meaningful auditory representation in an iterative enhancement framework. The following sections describe three major auditory transformations, and the way they are incorporated in the speech enhancement scenario under consideration.
Filters based on Psychoacoustic Critical Band Data
Extensive studies in psychoacoustics have been performed in order to measure the ear's critical bandwidths and spacing in the frequency domain (Zwicker, Flottorp, and Stevens, 1957; Patterson, 1976; Scharf, 1970; Zwicker and Terhardt, 1980; Zwislocki, 1965) . The critical band mechanism is seen to discriminate between sound energy within a single critical band and energy outside the 7 band, thus allowing the auditory system to treat subcritical stimuli alike with respect to auditory phenomena such as masking, loudness, and harmonic discrimination (Scharf, 1970) . Masking is one of the phenomena that has led to the determination of critical band shapes and frequencies. Masking can occur in two cases, frequency masking where a lower frequency sound generally masks a higher frequency one, and temporal masking where sounds delayed with respect to one another cause masking of one or both sounds. It is also seen that when two competing sounds occur in a critical band range, the sound with the higher energy masks the second (Scharf, 1970) . Critical bandwidths are experimentally determined by the fact that a band of noise kept at a constant sound pressure level while its bandwidth is increased, is heard with equal loudness until critical bandwidth is reached (Scharf, 1970) . The shape of critical band lters can be determined experimentally by using broadband lowpass or highpass noise to mask a tone. One such experiment with wideband noise stimuli and tones led to Gaussian critical band lter shapes and a set of center frequencies and bandwidths (Patterson, 1976) . These critical band lter speci cations may be approximate for conversational speech. However, they have been successfully used to derive a perceptually relevant objective speech quality measure (Klatt, 1982; Quackenbush et al., 1988 ) (referred to as the weighted spectral slope or Klatt measure). A parallel bank of lters which were motivated by critical band speci cations in these previous studies, were used to obtain an integrated auditory representation into the enhancement algorithm. The complete set of 25 critical band motivated lter bandwidths and center frequencies is given in Table 1 spanning a frequency range of 4 KHz.
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The Gaussian approximation for the shapes of the critical band lters can be expressed in terms of center frequency and bandwidth (Patterson, 1976) , and is given by INCLUDE FIGURE 2 HERE.
All processing in the enhancement framework is performed on overlapping time frames. The rst transformation on a given time-frame (j th frame) at the i th iteration is to obtain the linear magnitude spectrum jS i (! j )j Thus the critical band transformation is applied in the frequency domain, and therefore incorporate aspects of cochlear ltering in the analysis stage of the auditory process. The critical band energies X k;i will also be referred to as critical band intensities.
Intensity Transformation Based on Loudness
The next stage in the auditory process is transduction where a non-linearity is applied to the critical band representation followed by smoothing across time. The non-linearity in this case is assumed to be a transformation from the critical band intensity, X k;i , to a perceived loudness sensation. This transformation is given by the psychophysical power law of loudness sensation postulated by Stevens (1955) . Hence the loudness based transformation of the critical band intensities at iteration i can be written as L k;i = (X k;i ) 1 3 for k = 1; 2; : : :; 25:
Next, in order to obtain a slowly varying signal in each critical band, smoothing over time frames is performed based on a broad speech classi cation technique presented in Hansen (1991) , as well as in Nandkumar and Hansen (1995) for the ACE-I system. The reasoning behind smoothing over broad classes (voiced, transitional and unvoiced) is to constrain the auditory processing to match speech production properties. An example of a speech production property is that for most voiced sounds, spectral characteristics are stationary over the entire section rather than just a short-time frame. The speci c smoothing constraints on the auditory representation L k;i results in an auditory constrained spectrum L 0 k;i , and are discussed in detail in Section 5.
Lateral Neural Inhibition
The nal stage of the auditory process incorporated in this study is based on lateral neural inhibition. Lateral inhibition is a sensory phenomena which, in audition, acts upon the auditory nerve responses in order to obtain and convey a spectral representation to the central auditory system (Yang et al., 1992) . Lateral inhibition is a concept based upon the fact that the response of a neuron can be a ected by the response of adjacent neurons, spatially and temporally. In general, lateral inhibition is seen to sharpen spatial input patterns to highlight edges and peaks, and in some cases sharpen temporal input changes (Shamma, 1985) . The model for a lateral inhibition function used in this 5 AUDITORY CONSTRAINTS ACROSS SPEECH SECTIONS 9 study is similar to the one used in (Grocholewski and Krenz, 1992) , where the excitatory and the inhibitory ranges each span one critical band as illustrated in The lateral inhibition stage is implemented only on L k;0 , which is the auditory representation of degraded speech at the start of the iterative enhancement process. This step was decided based on the observation that spectral sharpening due to lateral inhibition adds to spectral distortion as the iterations proceed. However, the spectral estimate of noisy speech is shown to be a better starting point for iterative enhancement if the auditory constrained spectrum includes the lateral neural inhibition stage. This is due to the sharpening of spectral features by lateral inhibition which results in an enhanced spectral estimate at the beginning of the iterative procedure, especially when wideband noise has the e ect of suppressing spectral peaks. In addition, lateral inhibition is seen to be e ective in the auditory constrained spectrum as an initial spectral estimate only for sections classi ed as voiced. Spectral enhancement was not signi cant over transitional and unvoiced sections of the noisy utterance. In fact, further spectral distortion was observed over some unvoiced sections. Hence, the lateral inhibition stage is enabled only during sections classi ed as voiced.
Auditory Constraints across Speech Sections
Smoothing constraints over time and iteration are discussed in this section based on the auditory representation L k;i . The constraints are directed by a broad classi cation of speech into voiced, transitional and unvoiced sections. The classi cation is performed by a boundary detector developed in (Hansen, 1991; Hansen, 1994) and integrated into the enhancement algorithm in a manner similar to that in the ACE-I algorithm. A detailed owchart of the proposed auditory constraints is illustrated in Figure 4 .
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Constraints on an Auditory Spectral Representation
Smoothing constraints on the auditory representation are applied over time in order to obtain a slowly varying time signal for each auditory critical band response. Speech sections classi ed as \voiced" are in general steady state and hence the smoothing is performed over an entire given section. Smoothing in \voiced" sections is of the form of three frame median ltering in order to remove single frame outliers followed by polynomial smoothing using a least-squares tting technique. Speech sections classi ed as \unvoiced" may not have smooth variations over the entire section. Hence a triangular weighted smoothing is applied over 5 frames for L 1;i : : :L 20;i , the auditory representation upto approximately 2200 Hz, and over 7 frames for the auditory representation at higher frequencies, L 21;i : : :L 25;i . The smoothing over 5-7 frames corresponds to smoothing over approximately [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] msec of the input speech signal. A slowly varying signal over 35-50 msec is a reasonable assumption over unvoiced sections of speech. An example of smoothing over 5 frames for the k th auditory representation at time frame t j is given by
Speech sections classi ed as \transitional" are transient regions, and a 5 frame triangular weighted smoothing is maintained over all L k;i , and seen to result in an improved spectral representation.
Constraints are also applied over iterations on L k;i , in order to obtain smoother transitions across iterations and allow the iterative enhancement algorithm to achieve improved noise suppression along with minimum possible spectral distortion at the same iteration. The above constraint was experimentally derived with the help of objective quality measures, vocal-tract spectra, and informal listening tests. The constraints across iterations which achieved the best quality are of the form,
where the auditory representation from the current iteration is fractionally weighted by the auditory representation from the previous iteration. A detailed owchart of the auditory processing and the speech-speci c constraints is shown in Figure 4 .
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Auditory Constrained Linear Prediction (ACE-LP) based Speech Spectrum
The auditory transformation in frequency and magnitude, and speech speci c constraints across frequency, time, and iteration, result in a spectral representation termed constrained auditory spectrum.
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Next, the 25 point, frequency warped constrained auditory spectrum has to undergo further transformations in order to obtain a linear vocal-tract spectrum for use in the primary channel Wiener lter of the proposed dual-channel enhancement framework. The following transformations lead to such an auditory constrained linear speech spectrum. First, an inverse transform converts the auditory constrained spectrum to an approximation of the intensity magnitudes from critical bands as follows, X 0 k;i = L 0 k;i 3 for k = 1; 2; : : :; 25:
Next, the constrained critical band representation X 0 k;i is unwarped along the frequency scale (each energy value is placed at the center frequency of the respective critical band), and compensated in energy for the critical band integration, given by 
Applying the Durbin recursion on the rst 11 autocorrelation coe cients, r 0 k;i , results in 10 linear prediction (LPC) parameters which will be termed auditory constrained and enhanced linear prediction (ACE-LP) parameters. Next, an auditory constrained smooth linear spectrum is given bŷ P 0 S (! k ; i; t j ) = g i;t j 1 ? P 10 l=1 a 0 i;t j (l)e ?jl! k 2 ; (14) where g i;t j is a gain term and a 0 i;t j are the ACE-LP parameters for time frame t j at the i th iteration.
The auditory constrained smooth linear spectrum is then included in the primary channel Wiener lter of the proposed dual-channel enhancement framework and the resulting enhancement algorithm is termed Auditory Constrained Enhancement-II (ACE-II). Linear vocal-tract spectra of a single representative time frame for four di erent speech sounds are shown in Figures 5 and 6 . Each spectra is illustrated for four conditions -original noise-free, degraded (SNR = 5.0 dB), ACE-LP on the degraded speech as a starting point for iterative enhancement, and enhanced speech after 3 iterations of ACE-II. The ACE-LP spectral representations are clearly seen to be better starting points than the degraded speech spectrum for all speech sounds shown (a vowel /aa/ and a nasal /n/ 12 in Figure 5a and b, an unvoiced stop /p/ and a fricative /s/ in Figure 6a and b) . Furthermore, the ACE-II algorithm is seen to bring the enhanced spectra closer to the original spectral variations for all speech sounds shown, doing especially well in the higher energy regions of the frequency spectra.
Results regarding the quality of speech enhanced by ACE-II are presented in the following section.
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Results for the ACE-II System
The ACE-II enhancement system was developed by simulating aspects of the auditory process resulting in a novel auditory spectral representation which is incorporated along with perceptual based constraints into the iterative enhancement algorithm. The quality of speech enhanced by ACE-II is assessed using the Itakura-Saito (IS) log-likelihood objective quality measure and the weighted spectral slope (Klatt) measure. The weighted spectral slope measure (Klatt, 1982; Quackenbush et al., 1988 ) is a perceptually relevant measure based on critical band analysis of the speech spectrum. In this study, the Klatt measure was implemented with the same critical band speci cations as the one used for the ACE-II algorithm. Hence, the auditory perception based Klatt measure along with the IS measure which is a good measure of spectral distortion, provides a relevant way to assess quality improvement for the ACE-II algorithm.
In all cases, Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is de ned simply as the ratio of the noise-free speech energy to the degrading noise energy (the two energy values are assumed to be known in an experimental scenario where speech and noise are digitally mixed at controlled SNR levels). The dual-channel iterative framework has been shown to be robust in varying cross-talk levels for the ACE-I algorithm Nandkumar, 1993) . In this study, we shall focus on evaluating the new auditory constraint technique at a xed cross-talk level of zero. So, for all the results discussed in this section, the best cross-talk condition (zero cross-talk) is assumed. The correlation functions H 1 (!) and H 2 (!) are estimated during noise-only and speech-only conditions in a dual-channel experimental set-up. Further details about experimental simulation of the dualchannel scenario can be found in Nandkumar, 1993) . Evaluation for a single utterance and a single noise condition will be rst presented, followed by evaluation over a large set of utterances and varying noise conditions. 6 RESULTS FOR THE ACE-II SYSTEM 13 6.1 Evaluation for a Single Utterance, Single Noise Condition Enhancement performance is illustrated using several tools. First, objective quality measures classi ed over di erent speech classes are shown. Time waveforms, and time versus frequency vocal tract spectra are also used to illustrate performance. In many cases, ACE-II performance will be compared with the unconstrained dual-channel iterative framework. All objective measures are calculated with respect to the original noise-free utterance. Hence, an objective measure closer to zero implies lesser spectral distortion or lesser deviation from the original. The improvement in speech quality is illustrated using the IS measure and the Klatt measure classi ed over di erent speech classes for the degraded utterance and ve iterations of ACE-II in Tables 2 and 3 The degrading noise is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at a SNR of 5 dB. The IS measure and the Klatt measure both show signi cant and consistent improvement over all speech classes. However, the IS measure is seen to have a larger variance (that is, the distance between the enhanced and degraded measures is larger) than the Klatt measure. Quality improvement for ACE-II using IS measure is seen to be similar to that of ACE-I which was illustrated in Nandkumar and Hansen (1992, 1993) . In addition, ACE-II is seen to result in improved spectral distortion for fricatives, which are noise-like and di cult to enhance. Quality improvement is seen to be the best at iteration 3 for most speech classes. The perceptually relevant Klatt measure in Table 3 also shows signi cant improvement especially for vowels, nasals, liquids and glides. Optimal speech quality in this case is seen to be achieved at both iteration 3 and 4 for the di erent speech classes. There seems to be very little perceptual di erence between the overall speech quality at these two iterations. Informal listening tests con rm the above results and provide a choice of the third or fourth as terminating iterations. Residual noise at the fourth iteration seemed to be lesser than at the third iteration, and hence preferred more during informal listening tests.
Next, time waveforms and frame-to-frame IS measures are presented for speech degraded with AWGN, SNR = 5.0 dB in Figure 7a , and speech enhanced from iteration 2 of the unconstrained enhancement framework in Figure 7b , and from iteration 3 of ACE-II in Figure 7c . Spectral distortion due to AWGN is seen to a ect low-energy regions of speech more than steady-state high energy sections as seen in Figure 7a . Again, ACE-II is seen to successfully suppress noise, and result in 14 consistent quality improvement across the entire utterance (Figure 7c ). It can be concluded from the frame-to-frame results presented for ACE-I in Nandkumar, 1993) . and for ACE-II above, that auditory based constraints contribute to signi cant improvement in quality especially for low-energy unvoiced and transitional regions of speech, when compared to an unconstrained dual-channel iterative enhancement framework. Time versus frequency based vocal-tract spectra for the word players are also shown for the original, degraded, enhanced from iteration 4 of the unconstrained technique, and enhanced from iteration 4 of the ACE-II algorithm, in Figures 8a-d . Time versus frequency spectra in this case illustrate the improvement in spectral degradation across frequency, and for the di erent sounds in the given word. The ACE-II technique is seen to improve some of the highly distorted spectral characteristics for the given word, while the unconstrained technique shows further distortion at the same iteration. ACE-II is also seen to improve high frequency characteristics, especially for the trailing fricative, without introducing further distortion in other spectral regions. Further evaluations on a large set of speakers, sentences, signal-to-noise ratios, and noise cases, will be discussed in the following section.
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Evaluation over the TIMIT database with Di erent Noise Conditions
In this section, a more detailed evaluation of the ACE-II system is presented based on a large set of utterances for a wide range of signal-to noise ratios, and for di erent noise cases such as slowly varying colored noise. The purpose is to show that improvement for a single noisy speech condition can be extended to larger noise and speaker populations. The primary means of demonstrating quality of the proposed enhancement technique are objective quality measures. Visualization of speech waveforms and spectra over time, and informal listening tests have also been used to support observed speech quality measures. Objective quality measures have been shown to possess fair to good correlation with subjective perceived quality (Quackenbush et al., 1988) , and have been used extensively in the evaluation of speech coding Quackenbush et al., 1988) and speech enhancement systems Clements, 1985, 1989; Hansen 1991) . In this study, objective quality have not only been used as global measures over utterances, but also visualized over time frames and over classi ed phonemes and speech classes, in order to demonstrate a more in-depth understanding of enhanced quality.
6 RESULTS FOR THE ACE-II SYSTEM 15 6.2.1 White, Gaussian Noise Performance evaluation for an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) distortion will be discussed in this section. First, performance based on global Itakura-Saito (IS) measures for a sentence from the TIMIT database (NIST, 1988) degraded with AWGN at di erent SNR levels was determined. All processing was done on the following sentence spoken by a male speaker : \Only the best players enjoy popularity". Figure 9 (a) illustrates global IS measures versus SNR which range from -5 dB to 10 dB, for the following four cases, a) the degraded original speech, b) dual-channel unconstrained Wiener ltering, c) the ACE-I algorithm, d) the ACE-II algorithm, and e) the theoretical limit. The theoretical limit represents best possible enhancement (IS measure closest to 0) that could be obtained using exact noise-free speech parameters, generally not available in practice, during dual-channel enhancement. The ACE-I technique with constraints on mel-cepstral parameters Nandkumar, 1993) and the proposed ACE-II algorithm are seen to perform better and are more consistent as SNR decreases when compared to dual-channel unconstrained Wiener ltering. However, the measured spectral distortion of the enhanced speech is still seen to increase as SNR decreases. Overall quality of ACE-II versus SNR is seen to be comparable with that of ACE-I, with a slight improvement for ACE-II at lower SNR levels. The overall weighted spectral slope (Klatt) measures are also illustrated for ACE-II in Figure 9 (b). ACE-II is seen to improve overall quality as compared to unconstrained dual-channel Wiener ltering and the ACE-I algorithm for all tested SNR levels. One advantage of the general class of Wiener ltering approaches is that no \musical tone" artifacts are present after processing as can be observed in spectral subtraction techniques (Lim and Oppenheim, 1978; Hansen, 1988) . Informal listening tests using a collection of TIMIT sentences have con rmed improvement in speech quality, with no additional artifacts being introduced after enhancement processing using ACE-I and ACE-II, for both male and female speakers.
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Similar improvement in overall quality is seen for the log-area-ratio (LAR) measures for both ACE-I and ACE-II. A comparison of the three objective speech quality measures for unconstrained dual-channel Wiener ltering, and the ACE-I and ACE-II systems, is shown in Table 4 . The correlation between each objective quality measure and subjective quality as measured by composite acceptability of the diagnostic acceptability measure (DAM) (Quackenbush et al., 1988 ) is also shown.
INCLUDE Enhancement performance is illustrated by means of global quality measures over a single utterance versus SNR, for aircraft noise distortion in Figure 10 (a) and for computer fan noise distortion in Figure 10 (b). Best overall objective speech quality was obtained for both colored noise cases at the third iteration. It can be seen from Figure 10 (a) that overall quality improvement for the proposed ACE-II algorithm for aircraft cockpit noise is comparable to that obtained for white noise, especially at higher SNR values. It is noted that the ACE-I algorithm performs better than unconstrained Wiener ltering, and the proposed ACE-II algorithm signi cantly outperforms both ACE-I and unconstrained Wiener ltering for all SNR levels shown. Overall IS quality measures in Figure 10 (b) indicate very high distortion for the tested speech utterance degraded with computer fan noise. The measures also indicate poor enhancement quality for unconstrained Wiener ltering and the ACE-I algorithm. However, ACE-II again shows constant improvement over unconstrained Wiener ltering and ACE-I, achieving quality levels comparable to the white Gaussian noise and aircraft noise cases. Informal listening tests con rm the quality improvement demonstrated by global objective measures. In summary, it is seen that ACE-II with auditory process based constraints provides excellent enhancement quality for colored noise cases when compared to unconstrained dual-channel Wiener ltering and the ACE-I algorithm. One of the reasons ACE-II performs better than ACE-I in colored noise cases could be that the auditory constraints for ACE-II were derived independent of noise type, whereas the auditory constraints for ACE-I were derived based on the behavior of mel-cepstral parameters during iterative enhancement for a white Gaussian noise distortion.
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Objective measures of speech quality can be grouped into broad speech classes in order to illustrate improvement for each class. Frame-to-frame Itakura-Saito measures are classi ed over speech classes and shown for a degraded utterance (SNR = 10 dB), unconstrained dual-channel Wiener ltering, ACE-II, and ACE-I, for aircraft cockpit noise distortion in Table 5 and for computer cooling fan noise distortion in Table 6.   INCLUDE TABLE 5 HERE.   6 RESULTS FOR THE ACE-II SYSTEM   17   INCLUDE TABLE 6 HERE. Unlike the case of white Gaussian noise, both colored noise cases do not show signi cant distortion for the vowels, nasals, liquids and glides. This is as expected since energy distribution over frequency for colored noise cases is similar to that of the above sonorant classes (that is, the lower frequencies have high energies while the higher frequencies have decreasing energies). However, spectral distortion for low energy stops, fricatives, and silence regions, is seen to be very high. Unconstrained dual-channel Wiener ltering is seen to retain sonorant quality while the highly distorted stops and fricatives do not show much improvement. ACE-I is seen to do a better job with stops and fricatives, while slightly distorting sonorants. ACE-II not only gives excellent overall quality, but also improves quality over all speech classes, which is especially signi cant over stops and fricatives as compared to unconstrained Wiener ltering and ACE-I.
Performance Classi cation over Individual Phonemes
In the previous sections, performance improvement has been demonstrated in the form of global objective quality measures and frame-to-frame quality measures classi ed over broad speech classes. Phonetic labeling of the TIMIT sentences enables further classi cation of quality measures over individual American English phonemes. Such classi cation would provide important information about the e ects of noise and the enhancement processing on individual acoustic-phonetic units of speech. This information could be useful not only for possible further improvement of enhancement quality but also in the development of post-enhancement speech processing systems. One hundred sentences (72 male speakers and 28 female speakers) from the TIMIT database were chosen, degraded with AWGN at a SNR of 5 dB and a CTL of ?1 dB, and enhanced using ACE-II. Performance evaluation over individual phonemes was automated using acoustic-phonetic boundary information available for each sentence in the TIMIT database.
The set of phonemes with degraded and enhanced IS measures are shown for ACE-II in Table 7 for AWGN degradation (SNR = 5 dB). Good quality improvement is observed over virtually all classi ed phonemes for the proposed ACE-II algorithm. This is encouraging for phonemes which were particularly sensitive to noise such as glottal stops, voiced stops, nasals, liquids, and glides. Voiced fricatives on the average showed some improvement, whereas unvoiced fricatives and a ricates which form only 9 percent of all processed phoneme frames show little improvement. The proposed ACE-II technique is seen to maintain or slightly degrade quality for all unvoiced fricatives and a ricates. In an earlier study, it was seen that ACE-I Nandkumar, 7 CONCLUSIONS 18 1993) further distorts unvoiced fricatives and a ricates. This tendency has been corrected by ACE-II due to constraints over time and iteration being applied over all sections classi ed as unvoiced and transitional, and due to the enhanced ACE-LP spectrum as a starting point for the iterative algorithm.. All nasals are seen to be severely degraded, and ACE-II is seen to do a good job in improving quality. ACE-II is seen to perform very well for severely degraded phonemes belonging to vowels, diphthongs, stops, and whispers. Signi cant quality improvement was noted for highly distorted phonemes such as /oy/, /l/, /axr/, /dx/. Overall, with quality improvement for 52 of the 58 classi ed phonemes, and maintaining the distortion in the remaining 6 phonemes, speech quality over the entire 100 sentence set is consistently improved.
It is known that auditory fatigue arising from temporary modi cations in hearing is caused by exposure to noise (Sorin and Thouin-Daniel, 1983) . Moreover, large distortions during low energy sounds of speech can be perceptually annoying or detrimental to post-processing system performance (such as speech recognition or coding). The consistency of noise suppression (determined via informal listening tests) and consistent improvement in speech quality over phonemes and over a large set of speech, suggests a possible reduction in listener fatigue and improved perceptual quality for the proposed ACE-II algorithm.
INCLUDE TABLE 7 HERE.
Conclusions
This study extends the idea of augmenting mathematical criteria based speech enhancement with perceptual properties, by incorporating aspects of the peripheral auditory process into constrained iterative enhancement. The framework was chosen to be a frequency-domain dual-channel scenario, but similar performance has been noted for single-channel scenarios where noise characteristics are updated during non-speech frames (noise is assumed to be stationary or slowly varying). The dualchannel enhancement framework is a previously developed two-step iterative Wiener ltering scheme. Peripheral auditory processing and lateral inhibition are simulated resulting in a unique spectral representation of speech. Constraints based on broad speech classes are developed on the auditory representation, which in turn are incorporated into the iterative enhancement scheme. The system was termed ACE-II, in order to di erentiate between an earlier algorithm developed by us (ACE-I), where for the rst time, auditory properties in the form of mel-cepstral parameters were integrated into an iterative enhancement framework. The ACE-II algorithm is seen to achieve superior levels of quality and noise suppression in four iterations. An advantage of ACE-II is that at each iteration 19 a set of enhanced speech parameters are available for use along with the enhanced speech. In the case of ACE-II, the auditory representation can be transformed into the cepstral domain or spectral parametric domain for speech coding or speech recognition in noise.
The speech quality improvement due to ACE-II has been demonstrated using several novel techniques. Objective speech quality measures such as the spectral distortion based Itakura-Saito measure and the perceptually based Klatt measure have been used in di erent ways to illustrate quality. Objective measures over individual frames of speech along with time waveforms show the consistency of ACE-II over all sections of speech. Global quality measures show signi cant improvement for ACE-II over a ?5 to 10 dB range of SNR for white Gaussian and colored noise cases. Time versus frequency vocal-tract spectra are also shown to demonstrate restoration of spectral features over the two domains. Finally, performance is shown to be consistent for a large set of TIMIT sentences (male and female speakers), and over all classi ed American English phonemes. Speech quality improvement is also con rmed by informal listening tests. Several comments may be in order concerning enhanced speech quality. For white Gaussian noise, at very low SNR levels, residual noise is perceivable, though signal distortion is minimal, and speech quality is maintained. However, at SNR levels greater than or equal to 5 dB, residual noise is barely perceivable and speech quality is maintained or improved in some sections. The enhanced speech sounds very clear with ACE-II achieving consistent levels of enhancement by restoring low-energy high frequency spectral features. ACE-II results in e cient quality improvement especially during unvoiced sounds, resulting in improved overall quality both for white and colored noise cases. While quality improvement is observed for white Gaussian, aircraft cockpit, and computer cooling fan noise sources, ACE-II produces more signi cant levels of improvement versus ACE-I for colored noise sources (see quality measures in Figures 10, versus 11 and 12), than for white Gaussian. The reasons for this are that (i) for white Gaussian noise, quality loss is not as severe as for aircraft cockpit and computer fan noise for the same SNR level. Therefore, this is not as much`room' from an objective quality measure point of view for enhancement of speech in AWGN; and (ii) since ACE-II constraints are auditory based, their impact is greater for lower frequency distortions where critical band lters are more closely spaced. In conclusion, the speech enhancement objective of achieving e ective noise suppression, while maintaining or improving perceived quality is brought closer to reality with the proposed auditory constrained iterative enhancement scheme. channel Wiener ltering, and the proposed ACE-I and ACE-II systems, for white Gaussian noise, SNR = 5.0 dB. j^ j is the average correlation coe cient between objective and subjective speech quality as measured by composite acceptability of the diagnostic acceptability measure (DAM). Table 5 : IS measures over speech classes for speech degraded by aircraft cockpit noise at SNR = 10 dB, and enhanced using unconstrained Wiener ltering, ACE-I, and ACE-II. Table 6 : IS measures over speech classes for speech degraded by computer fan noise at SNR = 10 dB, and enhanced using unconstrained Wiener ltering, ACE-I, and ACE-II. Table 7 : Itakura-Saito quality measures across phonemes for a set of 100 speech utterances for ACE-II compared to degraded (AWGN, SNR=5 dB). Table 6 : IS measures over speech classes for speech degraded by computer fan noise at SNR = 10 dB, and enhanced using unconstrained Wiener ltering, ACE-I, and ACE-II.
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